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Phil Roybal's router inlays

Go to pg. 5

December, 2002

Phil Roybal

shows off

the end

product.

Most people admire the looks of
inlay, but think it demands so much
time and skill that it's not worth
doing. "Not so!", says SVW Secre-
tary Phil Roybal. A router and a
specialized jig make eye catching
inlay effects relatively painless, as he
proceeded to demonstrate.

Phil began with a hi-tech "chalk talk",

projecting computer-generated images to

describe the inlay process and his design

approach. The process uses a special "Porter

Cable style" router bushing, with a down-spiral

router bit (to limit tear out), and an additional

spacer ring that

allows the use

of one template

to cut both

inlay and

pocket for a

(often) perfect

fit. Computer

images showed

details too

small or too

difficult to see

during the

inlay process.

Phil uses the computer to speed up his initial

design of shapes, layout of multiple inlays, and

selection of wood color and grain.

Size matters

here. Templates

need to be

about 1/4"

thick to prop-

erly support the

router atop its

1/4" long

bushing. At the

same time,

inlays need to

be less than

1/4" thick so the router bushing will contact the

template's edges before the bit touches the

Phil uses computer images

to describe his process.

A small laminate trimmer

allows good control as Phil

cuts inlay pieces.
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Join us at our next meeting, on Wednesday, January 8th, at 7

P.M., when Liz Utter will demonstrate Ring Master turning.

Location: Rich Johnson's Woodturning Center in San Jose.

Rich's Center is located behind his home at 14979 Joanne Ave.,

San Jose. From Hwy. 680, take the McKee Road exit East about

1.5 miles to Toyon Ave. Turn left and go 0.6 mile, turn right onto

Joanne Ave.

Remember: Bring your chair and items for Show and Tell. We

all learn together.

PRESIDENT'S CHALLENGE: TURNED NAME BADGE

RichRichRichRichRich

H
appy Holidays,

everyone! We

now have a new

SVW Vice President: Herb

Green! Welcome to the staff,

Herb. Part of the job of Vice Pres

is PROGRAM CHAIRMAN.

Herb will need our help and

support to find and provide

programs for our meetings and

two annual parties, so if anyone

has any IDEAS, please let Herb know.

Speaking of parties, our Xmas party was great.

Everyone seemed to have a great time. The food

was AWESOME!!!! We did have something new

this time for the gift exchange. Wild Card!! (a

block of wood with “over all power”). This new

idea really changed some strategies on what you

wanted or might end up with. It sure added to the

fun. Liz used its full power to end up with a turned,

inlaid platter of Phil’s. There were also ornaments,

and tools, and …. Well, you really needed to be

there.

A few days ago, I sent out our new list for the

2003 President's Challenges. Everything listed is

with in the reach of everyone. So turn the project

and bring it to the meeting. If you show a project

at a meeting, you will get a ticket from our

Program Chairperson (welcome, Herb). Later on

in the meeting you will have a chance at a couple

of the door prizes with your ticket (Herb will draw

the winning tickets). Now about the Projects...

All items are to be turned during this next year. I

have tried to leave it as open as I could. For

example, February's item is "With Handle". That

means some kind of turning that has any kind of

handle associated with it. Have fun with these

projects and bring them to show us and share your

turning experience. Have you seen Rich’s Indian

wedding vessel, for example? What a monster /

expense / experience / and fun project this thing

is / was. Also, plan ahead if you can. That is why

the list is out now. May is our annual top night,

so think “top” and win a prize. Longest running,

biggest, smallest, …

January’s challenge is something new for us,

a “Turned Name Badge". We have many members

now and seeing each other sometimes only once

a month, the names can lost …. So let's turn a

badge.

Thanks for a great year ’02. I am lookin’

forward to bigger, better, more for this next year.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS,
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Show & Tell, President's Challenge

Go to Challenge, page 4

Rich

Johnson

brought two

items for Show

and Tell. The

first was a

Sorby texturing

tool, which he

used to turn a

rope top on a

bowl. He also

used it for

knurling a

bowl. Both are

of maple.

The second

item is a

wedding

vessel, a two-

necked design

defined in the

AAW journal

some years

ago. This was

turned on his

offset faceplate

(after

considerable

head

scratching) and

hollowed from

the bottom.

Liz Utter

showed a

Corian Ring

Master bowl,

glued together

with epoxy. She'll be talking about her

technique at the January meeting.

Tony

Bryhan

brought two

bowls. The

first, of bay

laurel, started

very white but

darkened as it

was turned.

The second,

smaller bowl

was made

from a

neighbor’s

orange tree. Both are finished with Tung oil.

Tony used the #1000 Mirka sandpaper. He finds

the Abranet on a random orbit sander does a

great job of sanding wet wood.

President’s Chal-
lenge

Phil Roybal

led off the

Challenge with

a Christmas

stocking,

turned from

apple wood on

four axes,

hollowed with

a rotary tool,

then finished with red spray lacquer and wax.

Rich Johnson shows his

Sorby texturing tool (top)

and wedding bowl (bottom).

Liz Utter hold up a Corian

bowl turned on the Ring

Master.

Tony Bryhan holds a large

bay laurel bowl and a

smaller bowl of orange.

Phil displays his 4-axis

Xmas stocking.
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Challenge,

con't. from

pg. 3.

SVW OFFICERS

President

Rich Johnson (408) 254-8485

latheart@pacbell.net

Vice-President

Herb Green (408) 268-5241

herbertjgreen@yahoo.com

Treasurer/Photographer

Jim Gott (408) 265-9501

jgtimp@aol.com

Secretary /Editor

Phil Roybal (408) 255-4789

proybal@pacbell.net

MENTOR PROGRAM

Our Mentor program now includes five

volunteer mentors. Contact Phil Roybal to

join the list. Members who need some help

(but not formal lessons) can contact:

Rich Dege (408) 272-8122

Jim Gott (408) 265-9501

Rich Johnson (408) 254-8485

Ron Newcomb (510) 797-6665

Phil Roybal (408) 255-4789

Bob Tang

turned a

quartet of tree

ornaments in

jacaranda,

maple,

redwood,

cherry, and

black acacia.

He finished the

ornaments with

spray lacquer

and displayed

them on a

stand.

Dick

Jessing brought

two items. First

was a snow

man, like one

he saw at Nick

Cook’s Nor-

Cal demo last

month. It’s

painted with

3D paint to

make the facial

features stand

out. The

second was a reverse turned ornament. Both

were maple.,

finished with

sanding sealer

and wax.

Jim Gott

brought an

ornament in

the style he

demonstrated

last month. He

turned it from

redwood burl

and maple, and

finished with

Deft lacquer.

Mike Rude

brought a trio

of ornaments

in the same

style, with

cocobolo or

maple finials,

and redwood

or colorwood

bodies.

Bob Tang displays his four

ornaments on a turned

stand.

Dick Jessing shows a Nick

Cook snow man and an

inside out turning.

Jim Gott shows an

ornament in the style he

demonstrated last month.

Mike Rude brought a trio of

ornaments on a wire stand.
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inlays. Phil had pre-cut his inlay stock to 1/8"

thick, and planned to inlay into a 1/4" piece of

padauk, which itself could later be inlaid into

the bottom of a tray.

Phil double-stick taped his inlay stock to a

backing board. Then he fired up a small,

laminate trimming router equipped with the

special bushing, and cut three leaf shaped

inlays from yellowheart. This wood is smooth

grained and nearly featureless, and Phil showed

us that if he inlaid the pieces into each other,

they would appear as an undifferentiated mass.

They needed edge definition, and that would

come from sand shading.

Sand

shading is a

traditional

marquetry

technique,

hundreds of

years old. It

involves

placing the

inlays into

clean, hot

sand for a few

seconds, then spooning the sand over areas to

be darkened until the desired shade is reached.

If the edges of the inlays are darkened slightly,

they will stand out, distinct from each other, in

the final assembly. Phil shaded the lower edges

of his three yellowheart pieces where they

would overlap.

Next, he

taped the

padauk onto a

homemade, 60º

indexing jig

that used

dowels to

precisely

position the

template for

the overlapping

inlay cuts. He

fastened the

spacer ring

onto the router

bushing to size

it for cutting

inlay pockets.

Then, he made

the first cut and

fastened an inlay into its pocket with CA glue.

It fit perfectly! He rotated the template 60º each

time as he cut pockets and glued in pieces two

and three. Phil grips his inlay base with a clamp

across the grain as he seats the inlays, to

prevent the side pressure of the process from

splitting the material.

The end

result was a

flowerlike

design, ready

to be mounted

on a faceplate,

turned round,

and inlaid into

a rebate in a

tray. Phil

pointed out

that this

process could

also be used to inlay designs into the sides of

bowls, provided they were large enough that

the inlay would seat in at adequate depth at the

edges of the template.

Phil made it look (relatively) easy, but

pointed out that there are pitfalls for the un-

wary. Then he passed around a bowl with inlays

illustrating the mistakes most likely to plague

the process. Now it's time to see if others put it

to work in their turnings.

Shading the inlays in a pot

of hot sand .

The template sits on the

indexer after Phil cut the

first inlay pocket.

A clamp across the grain

prevents splits as the inlay

is hammered into place.

The end result, ready to be

turned round and mounted

in a tray.
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Xmas Party

About two dozen SVW members and

significant others crowded into Rich Johnson's

Woodturning Center last Saturday night for the

club's annual Xmas Party. It was potluck, with

the club providing steak and turkey (nicely

prepared by master caterer Craig Thorson) and

beer, while members brought side dishes.

As usual, the highlight of the evening was

the Gift Exchange, wherein each person brings

a wrapped present and receives a drawing ticket

in return. When that ticket is called, the person

may unwrap a present from the table, or steal

one that has already been unwrapped. The third

person who takes a gift keeps it, and the gift is

then frozen.

This year, Craig added a new twist to the

exchange, with the inclusion of a wild card

block of wood. The block was wrapped like any

other present and, once unwrapped, could be

stolen like other items. However, the holder of

the block had a special power. That person

could exchange the block for any other gift,

frozen or not. This changed the carefully

thought out strategies of many of the veterans.

Most of the gifts were appreciated, though,

as usual, the hand made ones got fought over.

Ace, sitting nearest the gift table, was kept busy

supplying his pocket knife to the unwrappers.

It was a great party. Thanks to Rich and

Michelle for providing the space, and to Craig

for managing the food.
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PRESIDENT (RICH JOHNSON)
A Modesto gallery has invited SVW

members to do a wood turning show. The

manage is planning the show to run from

January 23rd into February. They can provide a

few pedestals. They’re looking for turnings to

display and sell.  You need an inventory list of

what you’re sending, with brief description and

price.  They also want an artist’s statement and

any literature you have. Bring the items to

Rich’s place, packed and ready to go to

Modesto. The gallery doesn’t have a resale

number, so they will put customers in contact

with turners. Sign up with Rich if interested.

Wine Country and Redwood Empire clubs

will no longer participate in the multi-club

summer picnic. Details have yet to be settled,

but this coming year, we're responsible for rules

and judging. West Bay is the host club.

TREASURER (JIM GOTT)
Income:

Videos $16.00

Membership $115.00

Hats $10.00

Raffle $18.00

Expenses:

President's Challenge prizes $20.00

Dale Nish video $25.90

New Balance $1482.31

SECRETARY (PHIL ROYBAL)
We currently have 44 members, and 2003

dues ($25/person or $35 for a family) are due.

Make dues checks payable to our Treasurer, Jim

Gott.

A new list of club videos is up on our Yahoo

group site. A CD-ROM of all 201 and 2002

newsletters will shortly be in our club library.

All Home and Garden Shows through March,

2004 are also posted in the Calendar section of

our Yahoo site.

Committees

WAYS AND MEANS (ACE FOSTER)
The Home & Garden Show is coming to the

Santa Clara Convention Center, January 10-12.

APPAREL (DICK PICKERING)
We're having problems getting the shirts

from Blair, and Dick's working on it with them.

Hats are available now for $10. Also, Dick is

unloading wood inventory to make room for his

puppy. Call him if you want to take some away.

ELECTIONS

It was moved and seconded that the slate of

officers for 2003 be accepted as defined at the

November meeting. This was unanimously

approved by acclaim. Officers for 2003 are

Rich Johnson (President), Herb Green (VP/

Program Chair), Jim Gott (Treasurer/

Photographer), and Phil Roybal (Secretary/

Editor). Committee Chairs will be Jeff Thorson

(Library), Dick Pickering (Apparel), and Ace

Foster (Ways and Means).

NEW FACES

Ian Dedick, who saw us at the

Woodworking Show, dropped in for the

meeting. We also had Yumiko and Dave (last

name?) visit us.
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Even Roy wants to know...

How did you do that?

Rich Johnson's Woodturners' Bootcamp.

Learn the basics, from chainsaw to polish. An

all day class. Book available. Sign up now.

Rich Johnson’s Woodturning Center

Presents P & N Woodturning Tools &

Uni Jig -5 Sharpening System

Uni-Jig 5 Sharpening System $100

Also available:
1” & 3/8” Pin Chucks $50

Pen & Pencil kits available very low prices.

Diamond wood & Color wood Blocks $12 bf

Diamond wood pen blanks pre-cut $1

Cocobolo sticks for pens $1

Lamp & Pepper Mill kits

P & N Turning Tools

Starbond Glue $5

Hollowing tool set Mfg locally

With handle, three tools and handle guide $100.

Viking hollowing Tool from New Zealand

 With sharpening  jig $50

www.latheart.com   408 - 254-8485


